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Abstract—With the rise of Internet connected mobile devices,
applications have migrated from PCs to mobile computing
platforms. An important aspect, payment processing, faces new
security challenges from these developments. Inasmuch, these
advancements demand efforts from researchers and industry to
meet increasing security needs. Threats can ensue from data loss,
theft from lost, stolen, or decommissioned devices, information-
stealing malware, and password peeping. We propose a se-
cure framework for sensitive session driven applications which
combines biometric-based continuous and implicit tracking of
user identities, and TrustZone. This framework is accomplished
through monitoring fingerprint authentication logs as well as
detecting events when the phone has left the user’s hands,
all while in TrustZone, a platform for secure computation
and storage on mobile devices. This solution leverages multiple
onboard sensors as well as the ARM architecture to accomplish
these feats. We conducted two user-studies acquiring smart-
phone users’ usage statistics to investigate security and usability
needs of our identity-tracking solution. To monitor these subtle
gestures in real-world uncontrolled environments, multi-session
data collection has been conducted to iteratively improve system
performance. The evaluation results have demonstrated the
feasibility of this framework as a secure session-based payment
system.

Index Terms—TrustZone, Secure Session, Biometric, Sensor
Fusion, User Behavior

I. INTRODUCTION

In a world increasingly dominated by technology, more and
more sensitive informations such as transaction information
for bank accounts, credit cards, trade secrets, and etc., is
passed through mobile digital devices. While these new uses
introduce more convenience and a richer experience, they also
create new privacy and security issues. In response, these
devices have now become targets for hackers. We can see
these trends active in the market. From 2011 to 2012, mobile
malware families ballooned by 58% [1], 32% of which were
used to steal information [1]. In January 2012 alone, there
were 32 million data breaches, of which 40% were caused by
hackers [2]. In response to these shockingly large numbers,
there is a need to process sensitive information in a way that is
independent of a potentially infected operating system while
monitoring physical events of the device to detect possible
physical unauthorized use. Previous mobile user authentication
technologies such as passwords only offer protections at the
login-point. However, devices may be accessed by other im-
posters in phone theft scenarios rendering the password useless

if already logged in [2], [3]. To investigate the frequency
when smartphone devices will be utilized by guest users, we
have implemented and installed an application on ten users’
smartphones and continued to track the smartphone usage for
one week. Data from this experiment reveals who the guest
users are, as well as why the guest was allowed to borrow
the device, as shown in Fig. 1. We find it very likely that
the guest user may accidentally or intentionally perform some
operations the owner may not have intended. While in hacking
scenarios, the password may be useless or ineffective in the
case it is known.

First tackling the issue of hacking and known user-password
scenarios, we introduce the use of a fingerprint authentication
used in tandem with TrustZone. In any sensitive application a
secure session must be established. A stage where payments
may be made, as in the example of the bank application, the
user must first request a session, the phone will then switch
secure mode(TrustZone). A fingerprint, rather than a password,
which can not be replicated or stolen nearly as easily will
be used to authenticate the user. Once in TrustZone sensitive
information will never leave a secure sandbox and if by chance
a malicious user was to get the device it would be rendered
useless in terms of accessing the stored payment information in
TrustZone. TrustZone consists of a hardware enforced security
environment providing code isolation together with secure
software that provides both the fundamental security services
and interfaces to other elements in the trusted chain, including
smartcards, operating systems and general applications. Trust-
Zone separates two parallel execution worlds: the non-secure
normal execution environment, and a trusted, certifiable secure
environment. The normal environment is used to complete
daily tasks that do not utilize sensitive information such
as listening to music, installing apps, and etc. All sensitive
applications and services will run in the secure environment.
This will effectively hamper many different techniques of
hacking for this sensitive information.

While a good solution, this verification framework requests
to authenticate identities each time when they access sensitive
apps or information, sacrificing the user experience. To fix
this issue we introduce continuous implicit biometric identity
verification while in a session as a background process. This
framework processes user semantics to deduct what state the
phone is in (i.e., in right-hand, in left-hand, on table, or user
switch). If the phone was to be set on a table or if the
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Fig. 1. Times owners lend their devices to others in one week, to whom and the reason

user was to switch, the session would be closed immediately
protecting the user from possible unauthorized use. This is
accomplished by the use of many on-device sensors such as
the accelerometer, gyroscope, and etc. Once this data has
been processed the phone state may then be determined.
In order to prove the effectiveness of such technology we
implemented a background service on smartphone devices to
log the authentication events and its current user’s identity.
Here we consider authentications at the login stage and during
the entire session. We differentiate between user necessary
and unnecessary authentication events where: a) The user is
either verified as the owner or b) The user is verified as not
the owner and take note this action has aided in preventing
unauthorized accesses. Generated statistics of the ten-user one-
week authentication data are displayed in Fig. 2. As we
can see from Fig. 2, for the majority of the users, 70%
percent or greater of authentication instances are unnecessary
and insomuch may be removed to enhance usability.
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Fig. 2. Unnecessary authentication

Current methods of session based or sign-on security prob-
lems include single-stage verification and have not taken into
account whether or not the mobile operating system or device
has been compromised. If compromised, the hacker/user could
steal anything from a password up to a certificate allowing
them to wreak havoc upon the users wellbeing. Also current
approaches do not adequately take into account whether the

device has been physically stolen. Inasmuch, we have designed
a TrustZone implemented approach that is becoming readily
available to implement within the market on phones such as
the IPhone 5S [4] and the upcoming Galaxy S5 [5]. Using our
approach, the mobile device will enter the secure world. Now
that the process has entered into the secure world as a service,
it will be isolated from the normal operating system and any
malicious services that may reside upon it. The phone will now
continuously monitor sensors in the device to detect events
where the user may set the phone down or hand it to another
person as well as read the fingerprint of the user. Once initial
verification via a submitted fingerprint has verified the user
as the owner the session will be open to process or complete
any requests made by the owner. In the example of a bank
application tranactions would be requested within the session,
a nonce would be returned from the bank server which would
be signed in the secure mode using a certificate also stored
in the secure mode. During the process the service remains
in secure mode. If at any time a transfer or device placement
event to occur the session would be closed immediately and the
phone would leave secure mode. This all coupled will create
a highly tamperproof solution to user verification transaction
processing.

Our contributions are as follows:
• We design a framework for secure session-based ap-

plications, which leverages TrustZone and continuous
biometric authentication schemes;

• The framework designed contributes to security heavily
while not only maintaining, but improving device usabil-
ity and convenience for the user;

• We implement identity verification schemes identifying
its security properties and the results indicate our solution
is practical.

II. BACKGROUND

Of the main components, as shown in Fig. 3, TrustZone is
the most crucial, as it controls the secure processing of sensi-
tive data. TrustZone is an extension to the SOC (system-on-
a-chip) ARM design covering everything from the processor
to the memory to the peripherals. Using TrustZone design,
the physical core is virtualized into two separate cores: one
of which is referred to as the “secure world,” and the other
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Fig. 3. The general software layout of TrustZone. Note that there is the secure
world and the normal world. Our approach places a transaction service within
the secure world, which will house the process detailed within Sec. IV

which is the “normal world.” The secure world is used when
processes will be interacting with or collecting sensitive data.
This could range from using the keyboard, fingerprint readers,
or extended to interactions with a bank app. In contrast,
the normal world is used when there is no sensitive data
being processed. This could include things such as playing
games, taking pictures, and etc. The apps that run in each
respective world can be chosen and defined as per what is
deemed sensitive. These two modes are completely isolated
from each other to stop data leaks. Secure services that are
run can range from a complete operating system to trivial
services. TrustZone achieves this functionality through the
novel addition of monitor mode. The monitor is used as a
faucet of communication between the two worlds. Inasmuch,
the system is only as robust as the monitor, so it must
be sensitive to what is transferred between the worlds. The
monitor also handles the context switches between the two
modes which naturally gives it the responsibility of saving
the state and switching safely between the two modes. The
way that a program will enter secure mode is by throwing
an exception. The exceptions that may trap to the monitor
causing a world switch are FIQ, IRQ, and external aborts. This
effectively allows sensitive processes to be run in this mode
such that they are secure from any malware that could be
present within the normal world. This is the main motivation
of the TrustZone architecture.

The other critical component of this system, as seen in Fig.
4, is a biometric fingerprint sensor. As the main focus of this
paper is not fingerprint sensor technology, this will not be
addressed in depth. The type of fingerprint reader is irrelevant.
The sensor must first generate an image of the fingerprint.
This can be through either optical, capacitance, or ultrasonic
means [6]. Optical sensors use visible light to capture an
image. This has major weaknesses in that if the finger is
dirty it can be difficult to retrieve a good image. Capacitive
readers use capacitance in order to generate an image using
an array of sensors to detect the fingerprint. Last but not least,

Fig. 4. The general flow of processing a fingerprint

ultrasonic readers use high frequency sound waves to generate
an image. Regardless of the way that the image is retrieved, it
is first prepossessed where the picture is enhanced and adapted
so that feature extraction can generate more reliable identity
traits from the user. After feature extraction, a feature vector
can be obtained containing discriminative properties (such as
ridge ending, bifurcation, and short ridges). The last step is to
compare this vector with existing templates where a matching
score is generated. If this score is above a threshold, the
fingerprint is accepted as valid. If not, then it is rejected [6],
[7].

III. THREAT MODEL AND SECURITY GOAL

The proposed system consists of three ends as shown in Fig.
5, the Web Service, the Smart Phone device and the User. The
User tries to do transactions with the Web Service through the
Smart Phone.

1) Web Service is fully trusted. It can always keep the secrets
and follow the pre-defined protocols.

2) User is not trusted. A malicious user may try to cheat
the Smart Phone and the Web Service by pretending the
legal user and/or make illegal transactions;

3) Smart Phone is not fully trusted. We assume that the
hardware of the Smart Phone is not compromised and
supports the TrustZone security extensions. Due to the
openness of some mobile platforms such as Android, it
is not uncommon for users to have malicious applications
installed. When running without the support of Trust-
Zone, data stored in the smart phone and inputs from
the user may be stolen or modified. When TrustZone is
enabled, we assume all these information are properly
protected.

Based on the above assumptions, the security goal of the
proposed system is to protect the transactions between the
User and the Web Service. However, side-channel attacks or
physical attacks are not considered by the proposed system,
since these attacks fall outside the defense capabilities of
TrustZone technology.

IV. SECURE SESSION BASED MOBILE SIGN-ON SOLUTION

In this section we provide detailed description of the
proposed solution for secure session based mobile payment
activity.
Solution overview: The online mobile payment scenario may
be abstracted to a tripartite interaction protocol. The three
parties included are the User, Smart Phone, and Web Service.
The User wants to sign on the Web Service using a Smart
Phone. In response, the Web Service issues a credential (e.g.,
public/private key pair) to the User, which is saved in the
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Fig. 5. A high level overview of secure online mobile sign on service. Notice
that the phone acts as the hub between the user and the server, gathering
information from each entity and distributing information back to the web
server.

Smart Phone and protected with TrustZone. The User submits
their biometric information (e.g., fingerprint) to log in to the
Smart Phone system and the secure session. The mobile device
utilizes motion sensors to detect user identity changes and
determines if the secure session should be terminated or con-
tinued. When a new transaction takes place, the Smart Phone
checks the secure session status and uses saved credentials
to authenticate himself to the Web Service and complete the
transaction.

Detailed description: The proposed system is constrained
only by the architecture of the processor used in said device
as well as the availability of a fingerprint biometric sensor.
The processor used must be an ARMv6KZ or later application
profile architecture. The reason for this is that ARM archi-
tectures prior to these do not have TrustZone implemented.
Since TrustZone is hardware implemented there are no other
options for older devices which does not provide hardware
support for it. Once this requirement has been satisfied, the
system may be very sensitive or lack some sensitivity as the
process relies heavily upon the accuracy of the fingerprint
sensor and the technology therein. It is assumed that when
using this method, the quality of sensors will match the
application i.e., an sensitive application will require and utilize
high quality sensors. Please note that this process is session
based, meaning, if the user requests three transactions, they
will have to verify their fingerprint only one time to begin the
session given the user using the device is constant.

As seen in Fig. 6, the software process is as follows: First
the user will log on to some sensitive apps such as a bank app
to pay bills. This process remains the same as is now. However,
once the user requests a session, the device will throw an FIQ
exception to enter the secure mode. This exception will be
handled by the monitor, which verifies the app has permission
to run services in secure mode. Upon validation, the monitor
will complete the context switch into secure mode. Now that
the service is running inside the secure mode it will not be
affected by any malware infection that may be present inside
the phone because once the context switch has been made,
the process is running independently and completely isolated
from everything within the normal mode. The application will
now request the user to submit a fingerprint for verification.
Because we are not leaving secure mode to collect or process
the fingerprint, it too is safe. This, if stolen by hackers, could
be detrimental as fingerprints are used in many settings to
verify a user. This fingerprint will be processed as is explained
in the background section. Once the fingerprint has been

processed if the score generated is below a set threshold the
verification will fail, service will end and the device will be
context switched back into normal mode. However, if the
fingerprint matching score is above the set threshold, the
service will continue inside secure mode. The user is now
free to request transactions to be made. The requests will
be processed and for each request a nonce will be returned
from the bank server. The nonce may contain transaction
information such as time, the value of the transaction, and
the recipient. Never leaving secure mode, the nonce will be
signed using the certificate that too is stored in the secure
mode and esnd the signature to the bank server to complete
the transaction. Granted the user is the same and the session is
continued the fingerprint will not be required for subsequent
transactions. However if the session is ended by either the user
or by the process due to detection of a user-switching event, a
new session must be started (requiring a fingerprint). As seen
in Fig. 7, the hardware process is as follows: Once the nonce
has been received and the FIQ exception is thrown, it will be
trapped by the monitor which, if a valid request, will carry
out the context switch and pass the nonce via a register write.
The APB (AXI to Advanced Peripheral Bus Bridge) will then
request the I/O Controller enable the fingerprint sensor. Once
complete, the processor will generate the score. Assuming the
score is above the threshold the processor will generate the
signature. The signature will be passed via a direct register
write, and sent to bank. Then the bank can verify and complete
the transaction.

V. SECURE SESSION SERVICE FRAMEWORK

In this section, we first present the overview of secure ses-
sion framework and then discuss the details of the components
and processes in our framework.

A. Overview of Secure Session Service Framework

Fig. 8 depicts the high-level architecture overview of Secure
Session Service Framework. There are four main components
within this framework: A Touch Fingerprint Sensing Module,
which employs the fingerprint sensor deployed on new gener-
ation smartphones, i.e., iPhone 5s and Galaxy S5, to identify
the current user’s identity (by fingerprint verification); a Fine-
grained Activity Recognition Module that employs touch and
motion sensors on the smartphone devices to detect a set of
pre-defined smartphone physical motion activities; an Identity
Reasoning Engine that analyzes the identity of current smart-
phone user based on the input from the previous two modules;
and an Unauthorized Access Accountability Protection to
protect the smartphone system which logs the unsuccessful
secure session opening attempts. In normal usage scenarios,
when the user requests to sign-on a web service, a password is
required for each separate sign-on requests. However, using the
further explained process, once a sign-on service is requested,
the Touch Fingerprint Sensing Module detects and logs the
user’s identity and starts a new secure session. Once the
identity is authorized and the new secure session begins, the
Fine-grained Activity Recognition Module continues to track
the touch screen usage data and the motion sensor data to
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Fig. 8. Overview of Secure Session Framework

monitor subtle gestures, such as device-leaving-hand events.
The subtle gestures are then sent to the Identity Reasoning
Engine for detecting smartphone user identity changes. The
secure session will be terminated when the Identity Reasoning
Engine reports that the current user is not the owner of the
device. Anytime the current user of the smartphone device
wants to perform an online payment activity, the smartphone
will check if the device is in a secure session, if so, the sign-on
request can be successfully processed. Otherwise, the device
will prompt a fingerprint authentication process and require
user to verify his/her identity. And if the unauthorized user
tries to sign-on a web service, the information will be logged
for further processing.

The Touch Fingerprint Sensing Module is a mature tech-
nology on smartphone devices. The highlight and key point
of Secure Session Service Framework are the Fine-grained

Activity Recognition Module, the Identity Reasoning Engine
and the Unauthorized Access Accountability Protections. We
will discuss the details of these two modules respectively in
the following.

B. Fine-grained Activity Recognition Module
To detect a device-leaving-hand events and in effect de-

tecting an identity change event, we first define a set of subtle
gestures and their corresponding context user statuses as listed
in Fig. 9. Since we are solving identity-changing problems
in the post-login stage, we only consider the smartphone
physical motion status in unlocked state. Essentially, there are
four statuses when the smartphone device is in an unlocked
state, which are respectively: On Table, Using by the Left
Hand (of a user), Using by the Right Hand (of a user),
and Using by Both Hands (of a user). There are four subtle
gestures between these four status that trigger device-leaving-
hand events, which respectively are Device Pick-up from
table, Device Drop-off to table, Device Transfer between the
same user’s hands, and Device Transfer between different
users’ hands. Concurrently, we need take the user’s status
into consideration since the motion sensor reading may be
affected by different user statuses. During normal usage, there
are three main user statuses: sitting, standing, and walking.
While during Device-Transfer events between different users,
users may have different relative positions(i.e., Face to Face,
90 Degrees or in the Same Side).

To analyze the aforementioned concepts, touch and motion
data are processed separately and then combined to predict
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the status or subtle gestures of the device. The Secure Session
Service Framework extracts touch trace information, including
touch point location, angle and length, contact size, and speed
information to analyze which hand the user is using the device
with. Similarly to most activity recognition works, Secure
Session Service Framework also employs motion sensors, such
as the accelerometer and gyroscope, to detect photo motion
activities. The collected motion sensor data is pre-processed
in frequency domain and value domain with a sliding win-
dow size of 16 sensor readings. By employing SVM on the
extracted features, Holding the Device, On Table, or Device
Transfer may be detected with ease in most cases. However,
there are some complicated scenarios, such as walking and
Device Transfers between one user’s hands. To solve the subtle
gesture recognition in these complicated scenarios, we can
leverage more accurate predictions (i.e., On Table, Using by
Right Hand, or context user status, such as walking) combined
with the transition map(Fig. 9) to analyze those hard to
detect subtle gestures. In the mean time, the Secure Session
Service Framework can also utilize touch data to filter out
some misclassified Device Transfer events (since there is a
touch event on the touchscreen, it is not possible the device is
transferring, or the user cannot transfer the device from right
hand to right hand).

Using by 

Right Hand

Using by 

Left Hand

On Table Device Pickup/ Drop-off

Using by Both Hands

Device Transfer 

Self/ Users

Face to Face 90 Degrees

Same Side

Fig. 9. Subtle gestures during user’s normal smartphone device usage in the
post-login stage. There are four physical motion status of the smartphone
device and four subtle gestures between these status. User physical motion
status and relative position between different users are also considered.

C. Identity Reasoning Engine

As long as we acquire the physical motion status and subtle
gestures of the smartphone device listed in Fig. 9, we can
combine them with the Touch Fingerprint Sensing Module to
determine the current status of the user. The identity reasoning
process is shown in Fig. 10. Because at the beginning of each
session the Service can employ the Touch Fingerprint Sensing
Module to log the identity of the current user we may safely
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Fig. 10. The process of Identity Reasoning Engine

assume it is the verified user. Supposing that the current user is
indeed the owner of the smartphone device, we then allow the
session to continue until the device has been detected leaving
the user’s hands. It may be either transferred to other users
or placed on a table in the Fine-grained Activity Recognition
Module. The identity of the current user is considered as the
smartphone owner within this session. If a device-leaving-
hand event is detected (i.e.,) Device Transfer Users, Drop-
off, Pickup), the identity will be logged as unknown and wait
for another session start point to acquire an identity output
from the Touch Fingerprint Sensing Module. Meanwhile, a
guest user’s identity can also be recognized by the fingerprint
authentication, and will be marked as unknown when a device-
leaving-hand event is detected. Since a guest user can never
pass the fingerprint based identity verification, s/he can never
start a secure session and can only access to those nonsensitive
functions.

D. Unauthorized Access Accountability Protections

In the case that an unauthorized user attempts to enter a
secure session (we are able to detect this when the fingerprint
verification fails) we must take steps to prevent further access
and deter unauthorized users. Because of the methods cur-
rently employed in fingerprint verification forbid fingerprint
recording due to privacy concern, we are not able to record
the fingerprint directly. However to combat the problem, in
this process, when the fingerprint verification fails (which is
obviously detectable) the gps coordinates are recorded with
a time stamp and a picture taken using the front camera to
capture the user. This information is emailed to specified users.
This way immediate action may be taken to mitigate further
and subsequent unauthorized access attempts as well as deal
with current issues. This can greatly reduce the fraud that
occurs in relation to the device as well as recover lost assests
in the case they are able to access the session.

VI. EXPERIMENT

We implement the continuous biometric verification frame-
work (which will be now refereed to as Secure Session Service
Framework) as a background service that implicitly collects
motion and touch screen data, and logs the user’s identity
when an attempt is made to sign-on a web service. The Secure
Session Service Framework is installed on 13 smartphone
users phones. The experiments consist of three sessions and
the process is shown in Fig. 11.

Data Collection in

Controlled Environment

Data Clean in

Uncontrolled Environment

On Device Testing

Session

Data Set Data Set Data Set Data Set

Using by Both

Hands

Device Transfer

Self/ Users

Device Pickup/

Drop-off

Preliminary Model

Natural Usage

Predict

Testing Model

Transfer

Remove

Clean Data

Set

Incorrect

Correct

Identity

Match

PredictAuthentication

Identity Log

Web Services

Fig. 11. Process of the experiments

A. Data Collection and Data Clean

In the data collection session, Secure Session Service
Framework collected a set of phone usage data from users.
Users followed the instructions provided by Secure Session
Service Framework to perform a set of gestures and opera-
tions. This set includes phone operation on left hand, phone
transfer from left hand to right hand, phone operation on right
hand,phone operation on both hands, and phone transfer to
another user. Although the gestures are predefined by Secure
Session Service Framework, users have freedom to perform
the gestures in their own ways. The collected data are used to
train a preliminary model. The model will be used for the
next steps. For example, when the Secure Session Service
Framework records Device Transfers between different users’
hands, it does not just collect the data of this subtle gesture,
it starts recording when user unlocks the device. In addition,
it records the subtle gesture sequence of Use by Right Hand,
Device Transfer between different users’ hands, Use by Right
Hand, Use by Both Hands, and etc. So the data would be more
close to user’s natural usage.

After the preliminary model is trained, we use it to clas-
sify user gestures and display the results to users. Users
are required to provide feedback to the system, e.g., the
correctness of the classification results. Users’ feedback will
be used to improve the primary model and generate a new
model for the testing session. Although Secure Session Service
Framework attempts to ask users to perform their natural
usage during the last data collection session, they may still be
affected by the tasks we asked them to perform. If we aim to
perform and detect device-leaving-hand events in uncontrolled
environments, a more accurate set of training data is required.
However, since all the subtle gestures listed such as Device
Transfers or Device Pickups/Drop-offs happen in a very short
time frames and any extra label actions would interfere with
normal gestures, we decided to first train a model based on
the data collected in the previous session. This model was
then used to predict the current status or subtle gesture of the
smartphone device and display it. If the prediction is correct,
the data will be recorded and labeled, otherwise the user can
click on the display panel and the data will be labeled as
misclassified and will not be used for final model training.
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B. On Device Testing Session

As long as Secure Session Service Framework acquires
clean data in an uncontrolled environment, it trains a new
model based upon this new data set. After we install the
new model on the device, Secure Session Service Framework
still authenticates user’s identity whenever a sign-on service
request is being processed using fingerprint authentication and
logs ground truth of user identity. Meanwhile, the testing
model also outputs a prediction result of current user’s identity.
The Secure Session Service Framework matches the two user
identity results and log them for further evaluation.

VII. EVALUATION

In this section, we will first evaluate the performance of the
Secure Session Service Framework, and then discuss its usage
in TrustZone.

A. Performance Evaluation of the Secure Session Service
Framework

We evaluated the performance of the proposed system in
both security and usability aspects: i) How many times had
unauthorized web service sign-on requests been reduced in
comparison to a mobile system without post login access
control and how many unauthorized web service sign-on
requests accesses had been granted; ii) How many instances
of unnecessary authentication had been reduced for the phone
owners in contrast to a strict post login access control mech-
anism and how many instances of unnecessary authentication
had been requested.

Fig. 12(a) depicts the identity match log results of the
on-device testing session. The red bar represents the number
of unauthorized accesses blocked by Secure Session Service
Framework, while the blue bar marks the number of unau-
thorized access Secure Session Service Framework failed to
detect. It is clear that in comparison to the mobile system
without post login access control, Secure Session Service
Framework greatly reduces unauthorized accesses (above 95%
of unauthorized access request were denied) and only few
times a guest user was allowed to perform a sensitive op-
eration.

Fig. 12(b) depicts the usability enhancement results based
upon the logged results. In comparison to the mobile system
with strict post login access control that requires authentication
every time when a user attempts to sign-on a web service,
Secure Session Service Framework alleviates the user’s burden
of constant authentication when he/she attempted to perform
such operations (themselves). Above 85% of authentications
have been reduced by Secure Session Service Framework.
Although Secure Session Service Framework may introduce
a few unnecessary authentication events by falsely detecting a
device-leaving-hand event, it still promotes the usability.

B. Discussion

Of the advantages of this approach, the most substantial
one is the fact that this process uses a three-stage verification
that may not be tampered with by any infection located in

the normal mode of the mobile device. This is achieved by
context switching into the secure mode. Once the nonce has
been received from the web server the context switch is
completed. Regardless whether infections see the nonce, it
does no good without the certificate. So it is ok to possibly
expose this to infections. Since after this time all infections
have been isolated to the normal mode context (not in the
secure mode). Thus, we may safely trust the secure context
now being used. The first stage of verification, which is
the fingerprint recognition, is also sensitive so it must be
completed in TrustZone as well. Instead of sending this data
directly to the bank server and risking fingerprint data stolen
by hackers, we, as is the norm, use signature generation to
verify the user to the server, which completes the second stage
of verification scheme. This certificate is pertinent information
and inasmuch must be stored in TrustZone as well. Then,
granted the user does not end the session, continuous implicit
biometric verification is utilized as well to further protect
subsequent transactions within the session (which remains in
secure mode as well). This continuous verification will monitor
the users actions. In any case that the phone has possibly
left the direct possession of the user the session is closed
automatically. Whether the release of the device was intended
or not. Throughout this whole process, no information is
leaked to normal mode.

Besides the inherent protection offered by TrustZone, im-
plicit continuous biometric verification, and fingerprint scan-
ning technologies, there are a few other strong advantages
within this approach. Currently, if a password is used, even
with TrustZone, the hacker would be able to compromise
the mobile device. While they would not be able to retrieve
the certificate because of TrustZone, the certificate could be
used to verify themselves effectively rendering the system
ineffective. However, our approach does not employ these
means. Since we are using fingerprint technology, the hacker
would either have to have the person with them whose account
they are trying to compromise present (who would naturally
not allow this), or have collected a good fingerprint sample and
replicate this fingerprint in a manner that is able to trick the
fingerprint sensor. Although only few hackers would have this
ability. Also it is important to note that since our method uses
continuous implicit biometric verification rather than time as
a session ending variable, our process can correctly handle
phone theft while intra-session cases that would normally
result in unauthorized use. Our method would end the session
automatically once detecting the phone transfer and in effect
render the phone incapable to carry out any subsequent web
service sign-on request with a fingerprint.

Granted that some way an unauthorized user attempted to
access/start a secure session in the phone. The current session,
if one is ongoing would be ended and a new fingerprint
verification would be required to start another. The Unau-
thorized Access Accountability Protections would record all
data related to the denied access and how many attempts have
been made. This after being emailed to the correct user would
allow the device to be either recovered, or wiped as is per
the norm. However since we record not only the face but also
the location and time they may be used to apprehend the user
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Fig. 12. Performance evaluation of Secure Session Service Framework

and recover the device. This scheme also allows for the use
in situations where the device is unknowingly taken and put
back. Normally in this case the owner would not be aware of
these attempts of that the phone had been stolen or tampered
with. With our method this event would be recorded as well.

Currently, mobile devices only have the ability to accom-
plish fingerprint reading. As technology advances, the hard-
ware in phones would increase in sophistication as well. Inas-
much if finger vein verification was integrated into hardware
instead of fingerprint, the process would be much more robust.
That said, fingerprints, as previously stated, may be dirty and
make verification difficult. Finger vein scanning technology
is not affected by the surface of the skin as veins are below
the surface [8]. The process is also much more secure, in
that as veins are hidden inside the body, there is little risk
of forgery or theft [8]. While not infallible, this approach can
offer increased security for settings that require it.

VIII. RELATED WORK

The research of secure session based mobile payments
draws from multiple areas, such as TrustZone, implicit and
continuous identity authentication and Activity Recognition.
We will discuss them respectively in the following.

TrustZone. Korean researchers have built a TrustZone-
based platform for Android to prevent malware infections [8].
Also based upon TrustZone, Luo et. al. designed a dual op-
erating system, one satisfying users application requirements
and another acting as a secure OS providing specific security
services [9]. Martin Pirker and Daniel Slamanig proposed
a platform framework on TrustZone that may be used for
arbitrary applications requiring a privacy-preserving online
remote prepaid payment system suitable for micro as well
as macro payments [10]. However, neither system provides
a concrete design of user authentications on TrustZone. Re-
searchers from ETH Zrich suggested utilizing TrustZone with
a password to solve secure enrollment problem [11], but
password authentication would be useless if the phone is lost
and the password has been stolen.

Implicit and Continuous Identity Authentication. Our
process as described in this paper aims to monitor users’

identity changes under uncontrolled environments by de-
tecting device-leaving-hand events. Inasmuch, the process is
performed in an implicit manner during regular smartphone
usage. Several implicit identity sensing approaches have been
proposed in the past that leverage the sensors on mobile
diveices such as the accelerometer [9], [10], GPS [11],
touchscreen [12]–[17] cite out paper, microphone [18],
and fingerprint sensor [19]–[22]. However, unlike previous
works, we do not directly leverage the sensor readings and
perform user authentication based upon this. In our method
the fingerprint is retrieved to identify the user’s identity and
we then subsequently monitor the device to detect if it has left
the user’s hand and in effect, changed user identity.

Activity Recognition Some existing works have explored
user activity inference methods with accelerometer sensors
[23]–[25]. In [26], Lu et. al., proposed a continuous sensing
engine for activity recognition on mobile platforms, which can
detect five common physical activities: stationary, walking,
cycling, running, and in a vehicle (i.e., car, bus). Yang et.
al., [27] also completed research on activity recognition by
exploiting the accelerometer data. Different from the afore-
mentioned works, the goal of this paper is not to detect a
long term and stable motion but short term subtle gestures
that take place in very short time frames to monitor users’
identity changes by detecting device-leaving-hand events.
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X. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have proposed a novel method for multi-
stage verification of identities in sensitive payments or oth-
erwise sensitive sessions. Using this method, we are able to
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isolate the sensitive data and processing functions from the
regular (normal mode) operating system and effectively isolate
these processes from any malware or malicious software
present in the normal operating system. Then to combat exter-
nal factors we introduce a method to combines the results from
the initial fingerprint for opening the session with data from
both the motion sensors and touchscreen to continuously and
implicitly verify the user identity inter-session. Because of the
monitor, we can safely and reliably trust the secure mode with
sensitive data and the processes of user verification. This three-
stage verification method: The first stage being the fingerprint,
the second which is continuous user verification, and the third,
given the correct context, certificates used for signing which is
more secure than single-stage verifications that are found in the
majority of current session-based implementations. Moreover,
if a phone is stolen while not in session, the hacker is no longer
able to retrieve certificates and other sensitive data or easily
replicate the fingerprint as if a password and no TrustZone
was used. However, if inter-session the mobile device is still
secure because a transfer will automatically close the session.
This session can only be reopened using a fingerprint. This
method is further strengthened by the use of a Unauthorized
Access Accountability Protections method that will record
all instances of unauthorized attempts at accessing a secure
session, recording the picture of the imposters as well as the
location and time, and emailing this to the appropriate person.
This framework allows for protections for pre, during, and post
events that may lead to unauthorized accesses. However, there
is much room to grow in terms of how secure the process is as
a whole with emerging technology in mobile devices as well
as advancing technology such as finger vein scanning and the
addition of more sensors for more accurate readings. While
not impenetrable, this approach strengthens security in todays
information-stealing age.
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